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Winonan photo by David Johnson 
Bomb Scare 
A Minneapolis Police Officer and his canine partner search for an ex- 
plosive device at Democratic Farmer-Labor election night headquarters 
at the Radisson Metrodome in Minneapolis last night. No bomb was 
found and DFLers were able to continue celebrating gaining control of 
the State House and bolstering their lead in the State Senate. 
1986 Election Results 
See pages 8 and 9 
Perpich 
stays in 
as Gov. 
By DALE KURSCHNER 
Chief Editor 
MINNEAPOLIS — 	Minnesota 
gubernatorial candidates went to bed 
last night still not sure who would be 
governor this morning. 
Tallies late last night indicated 
Democratic Farmer-Labor Governor 
Rudy Perpich had about 10 percent 
more votes state-wide than his 
Independent-Republican opponent, 
Cal Ludeman. But Ludeman refused 
to concede. 
Tallies as current as 6 a.m. today 
showed Perpich retained his position 
for another four years. 
With 94 percent of Minnesota's 
4,062 precincts reporting, Perpich 
was leading Ludeman 56 percent to 
43 percent. 
And, when tallies indicated 
Ludeman was trailing 42 to 56 per-
cent around 10 p.m. last night, 
Ludeman told his supporters he 
would not concede the election. 
"What this campaign has been all 
about is dedicated people all over 
Minnesota — when they decide they 
want to change things they are able 
to do so," Ludeman said. "Until 
those votes are counted and those 
people have a chance to have their 
votes recorded in this race, they 
need to know Cal Ludeman is going 
to stand next to them." 
Gov. Perpich was in route to his 
See Election, page 6 
Protest policy dropped by administration 
By ERIC LATTERY 
Staff Reporter 
Winona State University officials 
Thursday night dropped a proposal 
limiting on-campus protests in the 
wake of a student counter protest 
demonstration that afternoon. 
The proposal, which was sent to 
the state attorney general's office for 
Winona 
landmark 
damaged 
By TISHA HARMS 
Staff Reporter 
Vandalism to Holzinger Lodge on 
Halloween night has city officials 
steamed after a St. Mary's College 
fraternity rented the lodge for the 
party. 
Holzinger Lodge, located near 
Lake Winona on Lake Blvd., is 
operated by the Winona Park and 
Recreation Department. 
City Park Superintendent Bruce 
Fuller said the damage was 
discovered Saturday, Nov. 1, the day 
after St. Mary's fraternity Alpha Kap-
pa Psi held a party there. The 
damage was discovered early Satur- 
See Lodge, page 2 
legal opinion, required protesters to 
"secure a registration permit at least 
24 hours prior to the scheduled ac-
tivity" and restricted outdoor 
demonstrations to 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. Indoor pro-
tests could only be held in reserved 
rooms in Kryzsko Commons. They 
could not be held in offices, 
academic buildings, classrooms, 
laboratories, or residence hall living 
areas. 
A group calling itself Students 
Unified For Action was responsible 
for organizing the protest which 
started at 2 p.m. SUFA defines itself 
as "a group of students from a diver-
sity of clubs and organizations 
Lodging 
Oct. 30 	$1,140 
Oct. 31 1,465 
TOTAL 	$2,605 
Travel 
Bus (estimated) 	$1,000 
uniting for the good of all students." 
Members of SUFA that were at the 
protest were Winonan staff, student 
senate members, Limelight non-
alcohol pub staff, and members of 
the student Republicans. 
A total of 23 students and three 
professors spoke out against the pro-
posal during the hour and a half long 
n 
Food 
Oct. 31 	Lunch $330 
Oct. 31 	Dinner 500 
Nov. 1 	Breakfast300 
Other meals 	1,122 
TOTAL 	 $2,252  
demonstration. There were original-
ly only seven students and one pro-
fessor scheduled to talk but when the 
invitation was made for anyone in the 
crowd to speak, they responded with 
enthusiasm. 
SUFA members stressed students 
See Protest, page 2 
By DALE KURSCHNER 
Chief Editor 
and WAYNE BOWER 
Sports Editor 
They came back early Sunday morning wonder-
ing why they ever left. Even those who lead them 
were scratching their heads on the 10 hour ride 
home, wondering how they were going to piece 
together the busted moral and injured team 
members of Winona State University's football 
team. 
Athletic Director Dwight Marston and 
the Warriors' coaching staff decided 
to spend $6,000, 16 football players' 
health and three days travel to send 
the football team to a 64-0 defeat at 
Eastern Illinois University Saturday 
(see game coverage, page 14). 
Eastern Illinois in return paid the 
Warrior football program $14,000 for 
sending its team to play in Eastern's 
Parents Day game, where 12,000 
people nearly filled the 12,500 capaci-
ty stadium. 
"We were outclassed in 	every way," 
said Warrior Senior Captain Bill Ihrke. "We 
were psyched out. They had Bob Hope (for a 
guest speaker) and everything." 
"We determined there were possible head in-
juries on five players (from playing in the game)," 
Athletic Trainer Kevin Cappel said. "Anytime you 
have that number of head injuries, it's a handfull. 
"I kind of felt we were lucky. We had a lot of bang-
ed up kids, but we didn't have anyone lose their 
Warrior Expenses — trip to Easter 
Warriors trounced, program profits 
career or out for the rest of the season." 
Cappel said he could tell a lot of the Warriors 
were wondering "what the hell are we doing 
here?" during the game. "I was afraid this was 
going to happen. Eastern's 6th place in Division 
1 AA." 
"I think it was a terrible idea. We had a 2-9 los-
ing record last year and it seemed like they built 
a schedule to tear us down rather than build us 
up," said Ihrke. "Eastern hit harder than the NIC 
schools (Winona State normally 
plays), but the key was their speed —
they were too quick to block or get 
open on pass routes." 
Sports administrators said they had 
no idea how tough the game would 
be when they scheduled it 10 months 
ago. 
"It was scheduled in March or 
April," Marston said. "Smitty (Myron 
Smith) and I spent a lot of time think-
ing it over before we made a decision. 
Costs are for 66 people, ten hour trip, three days travel 
See Football, page 2 
Lang's Bar and Cafe 
179 East 3rd. St. — 452-9979 
Fine Food and Drink 
Monday-Blue Hawaiian 
	Friday-Fish Specials 
Tuesday-Killer Kool-Aid Saturday Afternoon- 
and Sweet Tarts 
	 Bloody Mary 
Wednesday-The"Bull"Night 
	
Evening-Steak Tips 
Breakfast, Lunch (Daily Specials) Dinner- i r
6 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Thanks for your participation 
Students Unified For Action would like to thank all those who took 
part in last Thursday's protest. We need more students like you who 
are concerned about issues that surround WSU. Everyone, do something 
different and voice your opinion. 
Professionalism 
Creativity and Assertiveness 
Sens itivity and Concern 
We need responsible sales reps 
interested in real experience, 
with real financial benefits 
Real News 
The Winonan 
pi MI MI VALUABLE COUPON pep pigium. 	 
SAVE $4,32 
TWO SMALL 
PIZZAS 
"with everything" 
10 toppings only 
99 
Nolommodwoommom 
Plus Tax 
REG. $11.31 
Toppings include pepperoni, ham, bacon, ground 
beef, Italian sausage, mushrooms, green peppers, 
onions. Hot peppers and anchovies upon request. 
(NO SUBSTITUTIONS OR DELETIONS). 
Valid with coupon at participating Little Caesars. 
One coupon per customer. Carry out only. 
Expires: 	-30-86 
01, 
VALUABLE COUPON MIMI Mil 
P1986 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc. 
Toppings include pepperoni, ham, bacon, ground beef, Italian 
sausage, mushrooms, green peppers, onions. Hot peppers and 
anchovies upon request. (NO SUBSTITUTIONS OR DELETIONS). 
Valid with coupon at participating Little Caesars. One coupon per 
customer. Carry out only 
452-8752 
Winona Mall 
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Lodge 
Continued from page 1 
day morning when the lodge's 
caretaker went to check on its 
condition. 
Lt. Dave Knight of the Winona 
Police Department said damage in-
cluded garbage strewn about the 
lodge, broken stair railings, plugged 
up toilets, damage to pictures, and 
damage to mounted deer antlers. 
Knight said the damage and the 
mess in the lodge was very severe 
and extreme. "This was a very ab-
normal situation," Knight said, ad-
ding that the lodge is rented out 
almost daily during the fall. 
"The officer that investigated the 
incident was almost physically ill due 
to the smell of the stale beer and 
urine," Knight said. 
A $50 rental fee and a $50 damage 
deposit are required to rent the 
lodge. Anyone who rents the lodge 
is expected to clean-up after and to 
restore the lodge to its previous con-
dition Knight said. 
Fuller said a church group was 
scheduled to use the lodge Saturday 
but canceled because of the damage 
caused by the fraternity party. 
A meeting was scheduled for this 
morning between the Winona city 
manager, recreation director, park 
superintendent, mayor and St. 
Mary's dean of students, to determine 
charges and restitution and to 
discuss ways to prevent future in-
cidents from occurring again, Fuller 
said. 
Alpha Kappa Psi President Jim 
Rafferty said he was not aware of any 
pending charges and did not even 
realize a vandalism report had been 
filed. "Right after the party, you're  
supposed to clean up. We had peo-
ple to clean up, but they left " Raf-
ferty said. 
Rafferty claimed he knew of no 
fraternity members that took part in 
the vandalism of the lodge. Rafferty 
said he left the party before it ended. 
"About 10 of us went back Satur-
day morning at 8 a.m. and we were 
willing to clean it up." 
Rafferty said a police officer at the 
door of the lodge told him about the 
extensive damage. When Rafferty 
asked to see the damage, he said the 
officer told him, "Your presence is no 
longer welcome." 
"We don't know the damages," 
Rafferty said, "the police haven't 
shown us any." 
Rafferty said the fraternity 
members who organized the party 
said they would find the people 
responsible for the damage. "We 
want to take care of it. We're trying 
not to have this blowup in our 
faces." 
Knight said the cost of the damage 
has not yet been assessed and that 
the investigation will take some time. 
Fuller said charges are definitely 
pending, but today's meeting will 
determine if civil or criminal charges 
will be filed. Civil charges include 
monetary restitution and criminal 
charges involve prosecuting the in-
dividuals responsible for the 
damage. 
"I would love to be able to find so-
meone to charge with the damage," 
Knight said. "There is a lot of public 
outcry." 
Knight said the lodge area is 
patrolled just like every other section 
of town. "We do not have the man-
force to baby-sit college students. 
But just because we weren't there at  
the time doesn't mean we aren't go-
ing to make a big deal about it," 
Knight said. 
Both Fuller and Knight said Fri-
day's incident will affect changes in 
the lodge's rental policy. "It will af-
fect a new policy, but it's got to be 
ironed out yet as to how stringent 
that policy will be," Fuller said. 
Though changes are in order, 
Fuller does not think a new policy will 
restrict the building's use to college 
students. "We recognize that people 
ruining the facilities for others are a 
very small part of the campus 
population," Fuller said. 
"If I were a college student, I 
would be upset," Knight said, 
"because townspeople will forget 
that it was St. mary's College 
students and just remember what 
college students in general did to ci-
ty park property. It really puts a black 
mark on the college students in the 
community," Knight said. 
Protest 
Continued from page 1 
First Amendment Rights were being 
infringed upon and the administra-
tion was abusing its power. 
The proposal was "an attempt to 
have a nice, neat, quiet little cam-
pus," according to Dr. Frederick 
Foss, professor and chairman of the 
chemistry department. 
"They're violating the spirit of the 
law by limiting the crowd to between 
4 p.m. and 7 p.m.," said Les Tolzin, 
Winona State senior. "We're not 
really extremists but the beauty of 
the constitution is it protects the ex-
tremists," he added. 
During the protest, Winona State 
english professor Emilio DeGrazia 
said, "I'll be here at 2 p.m. on the day 
that regulation goes into effect and 
I hope you're all here with me." He 
also suggested that students should 
send a copy of the Bill of Rights to 
the administration. 
Football 
Continued from page 1 
"We had 	no idea 	that 
Eastern would be as good this year 
as they were when we scheduled the 
game." 
Eastern Illinois University Athletic 
Director, R.C. Johnson said 
Southern Illinois was originally 
scheduled for Saturday's game but 
was re scheduled at the last minute. 
Johnson said Eastern wasn't that 
good last year or the year before, 
citing a 6-5 record both years. "We 
were in the playoffs each year before 
that." 
"It was not the players' fault. It's 
certainly not the coach's fault," said 
Senior Captain Orlando Ma77olini. "I 
don't know who scheduled the 
game, but 64-0 says it all." 
As for the Warriors conference 
game they have to be ready for by 
Winona State senior Paul 
Marszalek refered to a section of the 
polocy that refers to the ideal univer-
sity as being a market place of ideas 
and he said the administration knows 
the ideal situation but doesn't care 
about realizing it. 
"Its (the proposed polocy) a basic 
infringement of the right to speak," 
Student Senate President Teresa 
Coen said. She added she was not 
afraid to oppose the administrative 
proposal because the students  
this Saturday, r,appei said most of 
those injured at Eastern Illinois 
should be ready. "I think most of 
them are going to come around fine 
by Saturday. It's just a matter of how 
strong they will be." 
The team spent $2,500 for 66 peo-
ple to be lodged Thursday and Fri-
day nights, which Marston said was 
necessary. "You can't make that far 
of a trip (10 hours) in one day and ex-
pect to play a game as physical as 
football." 
Meals for the team totaled around 
$2,250 and transportation amounted 
to around $1,000. 
elected her, not the administration. 
Jon Kosidowski, administrative 
assistant to the vice president of stu-
dent affairs, said, "It (the proposal) 
was an innocent attempt to help the 
students, I think it was blown out of 
proportion." 
John Kane, vice president in 
charge of student affairs, told 
Kosidowski to write the proposal. 
See Protest, page 3 
Pregnant? 
and afraid? 
There is a friend who cares. 
Rirthright 
452-2421 
free pregnancy test 	free confidential help 
Winonan photo by David Johnson 
Emilio DeC-razia, a Winona State English professor, speaks before a ed the rally were there to protest an adminstrative rule designed to limit 
crowd of protesters Thursday afternoon. The 150 people who attend- protests. 
Renovation may limit study space 
_.c,/,VTLE MEN  
_ NR TEp 
• TANNING S•A 
1/2 off our 
half-hour 
tanning session 
Regular Price $5.00 
Your Cost $2.50 
Expires 12-10-86 
WESTGATE 
Shopping Center 
Winona 
Hwy 61 West 
454-1580 
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Protest 
Continued from page 2 
"We were told to get a policy," Kane 
said after receiving complaintsfrom 
students about two evangelists that 
spoke at the university last spring. 
The evangelists, Brother Jim and 
Sister Pat, called some female 
students whores and foreign 
students black devils. Kane was also 
worried about classes being in-
terrupted becauseof loud gatherings. 
"We've always told our bands that 
they could not play outside concerts 
until after 4 p.m.," he added. 
Kane said he talked to University 
President Tom Stark late Thursday 
night and recommended the proposal 
be pulled back. 
Kane said, "I don't think it would 
have passed in that form, it was just 
a draft." He said the university was 
looking at what the law will and will 
not allow when dealing with 
regulating gatherings. 
"I told Teresa (Coen). She 
understood that. It was just a pro-
posal, we didn't think it was anything 
major," Kane said. 
Any proposal would have to 
be reviewed by the student senate, 
faculty senate, and eventually the 
cabinet of the university president 
Kane said. 
"It's hard to take care of all 
students concerns. Which is the right 
way and which is the wrong way to 
do it," he said. 
Kosidowski said, "We didn't need 
this proposal. Nothing more will hap-
pen with it." 
Stark met with student leaders Satur-
day to discuss the relocation and 
other issues. 
The administration wanted to 
relocate University Relations and 
Development offices on the third 
floor of Maxwell Library because of 
construction taking place in Somsen 
Hall. 
Stark told students Saturday he 
was told those library rooms were 
hardly used by students and were  
the only feasible option for transfer-
ring Somsen offices to. 
Student senate was asked for its 
input three weeks ago, when 
students decided they were against 
such a move. "But they went ahead 
and did it anyway," senator Jim 
Traeger said. 
Stark said he approved the move 
because of the suggestion he was 
given by one of his subordinates. 
"Part of the magic of a university ad-
ministration is that lots of things go 
on routinely," Stark said. "If we 
brought everything to the faculty and 
students before we acted on them, 
they would say 'Why are they bother-
ing us with this?'." 
Senate Vice President Paul Ogren 
said that there seems to be two dif-
ferent perceptions of how often the 
study rooms on third floor are used. 
"During the daytime, it may look 
unused, but at night, other buildings 
are closed and those rooms fill up 
fast." 
A suggestion was made at Satur-
day's meeting to examine 
possibilities of moving the offices into 
the Cinema Room in Kryzsko Corn-
mons. Stark asked Vice President of 
Student Affairs John Kane to discuss 
that option with Vice President of 
Academic Affairs Charles Sorensen 
this week. 
"The administration has no right 
to take away our only real place to 
study," Senate President Teresa 
Coen said. 
"We are here for an education and 
the library is the place to enhance 
our educational skills." Traeger said. 
Traeger suggested the possibility 
of moving the offices to two lounges 
in Kryszko Commons. "Student 
union workers can vouch for me 
when I say that these proposed 
rooms are not being used to their 
maximum capacity and will not in-
terfere with social activities and 
meetings." 
But John Burros, director of 
facilities management said that pro-
posal could create some problems. 
"We can't use the student's building 
for anything beside student related 
activities. It's really a place for 
clubs." 
Ogren said, "There shouldn't be 
a problem if the administration is 
given permission to move in by 
students." 
Stark said everyone is suffering a 
little from the Somsen renovation 
work. "This won't be the last of the 
inconveniences. I haven't particular-
ly enjoyed the jackhammers 
underneath my office." 
By DALE KURSCHNER 
Chief Editor 
and JACKIE COSTA 
Chief News Reporter 
Winona State University President 
Thomas Stark halted a relocation 
effort Monday, which would have 
placed Somsen administrative of-
fices in Maxwell Library. 
After the issue came up at a rally 
protesting an attempted restrictive 
policy on demonstrations Thursday, 
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Need more protests 
A lot of students at Winona State may not realize it but there was a 
protest on campus last week. It's almost hard to believe that students 
here would actually speak out against something, but they did. 
Winona State's administration was looking into the possibility of limiting 
when people could protest or demonstrate on campus. The proposal re-
quired protesters to attain a permit through the university. Once acquired, 
protesters could only speak their views from the hours of 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 
The administration thought it was a nice little policy for the university 
to adhere to. Their intentions were to limit any possible disturbances a 
protest or demonstration could cause. But mainly it seems apparent the 
adminstration thought they could slip one by a sleeping student body. 
They made a mistake. 
The 150 or so students that turned out last Thursday obviously value 
their First Amendment rights, which insures them the right to free speech, 
right to assemble, and most importantly, the right to express grievances 
against the government, which in this case is Winona State's 
administration. 
The students that felt their basic freedoms were in jeopardy formed 
a student alliance known as Students Unified For Action. This group 
represented a broad range of students and student interests, including 
the student senate, college Republicans, the Limelight, and members 
of the Winonan. 
But the representation went even further as other students stood out 
to speak their views against this proposal. Faculty members even joined 
in. 
With individual differences set aside, left and right wingers saw the 
sole importance that their basic rights were being infringed upon. While 
adminstrators did think a protest policy would be in the best interest of 
the university and students, they failed to consider the consequences 
of establishing such a policy. The policy does not limit all protest, just 
the time they can take place. But it is still an infringement, no matter how 
great or how small. One small infringement of rights, for what might ap-
pear to be a responsible way of dealing with demonstrators, can lead 
to greater violations of basic freedoms. University administrators have 
to realize this. As the saying goes, "One thing leads to another...." 
But did the message get across to the adminstration? No it did not. 
There were no administrators present at the demonstration. President 
Stark was out of town. Jon Kosidowski, administrative assistant to the 
vice-president of student affairs, the person who wrote the draft of the 
proposal, was not there. John Kane, vice-president of student affairs was 
not there. The students' voice fell upon deaf ears the day of the protest. 
But the media was present to amplify the call of the students. The 
Winona Daily News, The Minneapolis Star and Tribune, Rochester televi-
sion station KTTC, La Crosse television station WKBT, and Winona radio 
station KWNO carried the call of the students. The media did not 
specifically carry the content of the message to administrators, they car-
ried the hype. 
Media hype, in the wake of the anti-CIA protest on the University of 
Minnesota campus, made administrators drop the policy. The proposal 
was dropped for all the wrong reasons. Winona State administrators do 
not want to confront issues or controversy. 
It's obviously apparent administration does not want to tackle problems 
head on, instead they turn and run the other way. 
Study space for sale 
Students and adminstrators, again, have not seen eye to eye on yet 
another issue, another controversy. Because of the Somsen Hall renova-
tion, it was decided by the administration to move the University Rela-
tions and Development offices from Somsen Hall to Maxwell Library. 
Specifically university relations was to occupy the third floor conference 
rooms of the library where students can get together in groups to study; 
or individually. The bottom line was, that another quiet place for study 
was being sacrificed for a renovation that is turning out to be a pain for 
all students, faculty, administrators and even the president. The student 
lounges in Somsen Hall are now gone, students cannot study in empty 
classrooms because of the noise from construction. 
The administration failed to inform students and the student senate 
of the office move. 
President Stark said in this issue because of the amount of paper work 
coming across his desk, he can't take every issue to the student body. 
He said in some cases it's a judgement call whether to address certain 
issues to students. 
Well, this is one judgement call that flopped. Students found out about 
the adminstrations decision to move the offices into the library. The stu-
dent senate requested the administration to re-consider such actions. 
This seemed to be a valid student concern. But it was not good enough 
for the adminstration. They would not consider the student point of view 
that a vital study place was going to be lost. Adminstrators went ahead 
and planned for the move anyway. 
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To the Editor: 
Pay special attention readers. 
This (letter) is of importance to 
each and every person from the 
WSU community. "Political 
Snakery" indeed. Congratulations 
Dale and Paul! Well especially 
Dale who has now been crowned 
"Number one." That's most im-
portant student on campus if you 
didn't know. Ever since Dale 
dated then freshman senator, Jeri 
Navin, student senate has been in 
the limelight. A much keener look 
was taken at senate and as a 
result more scrutiny and criticism 
of all senate related activities. A 
gees(sic), the year had started off 
so well but really Dale, was it real-
ly in the best interest of the 
students? I am especially impress-
ed after reading the Oct. 15 issue 
but really Dale do you think that 
would've happened had the 
senate been provided the continui-
ty in their leadership that you've 
had in your organization? No. But 
somehow you had to prey upon 
the newly elected leadership 
similar to an experienced big-
game hunter seeking a fawn in an 
open field. They never had a 
chance, how unfair Winonan. 
I am extremely angry and 
disgusted (surprised because it 
was Bill Pond) at your article on 
the kic.- k. How can you publicly 
chastise me for something com-
pleted in the very best interest of 
the student body since we sorely 
needed one. This article was a 
Chief Editor 	Dale Kurschner 
News Editor Bill Pond 
Variety Editor 	Sheri Jacobson 
Sports Editor Wayne Bower 
Photo Editor 	Mark Hoffman 
Business Manager Monty Terhune 
Asst. News Editor Tisha Harms 
Asst. Variety Editor Janet Melsch 
display of "balanced writing?" I 
definitely doubt it because it 
seems there was not one student 
or administrator who liked it. If the 
paper is so into investigating why 
didn't they contact me or John 
Burros who is actually responsible 
for the term "k iosk" Paul, and 
please ask him who suggested 
this model? He did, and only after 
much deliberation with me as he 
was involved with the project at 
it's start as was Dr. Kane and 
President Stark who voiced his 
strong support for the much need-
ed idea. 
The 1984-85 senate authorized 
the expenditure of this one-time 
accumulated student activity fees. 
Ask Mary Hermsen. Ask Erick 
Dornbusch about it rolling over to 
the '85-86 school year. The ex-
ecutive board and senate was 
completely aware of the kiosk by 
December. I'm sorry Craig Stoxen 
that Dwight Marston and the 
Athletic Department didn't want 
your useless lighted info sign but 
let it be clearly noted this was not 
a kiosk and would not serve the 
purpose intended. 
The maturity level of the 
Winonan is only matched by it's 
awareness of the price for goods 
and services outside the city of 
Winona. Please wake up and be 
realistic about the value of things 
outside your realm. 
Expenditures? How about 
$18,000 for typesetting equipment 
to be used by an elite few. What's 
wrong with the old procedure? 
Let's talk about a Winonan staff 
who consumes alcohol in their of-
fice and photo lab after hours. 
What about an editor who didn't 
even qualify for his $500 stipend?  
ew 
Let the senate now start pro-
ceedings for the removal of Editor 
Dale Kurschner. Let the senate d 
their job and the Winonan theirs. 
Replace Dale with Bill Pond who 
is earnest and capable and open 
minded. 
Ultimately the only people who 
will suffer are you the students. 
Michael Ericson 
Student Senate President, 
1985-86 
Good job 
Dale 
To the Editor: 
Congratulations on a job well 
done. As chief editor of the award-
winning Winonan, you've both 
directed and participated in a ma-
jor publication and communication 
program for Winona State Univer-
sity with positive results. 
Your position was not an easy 
one, but you fulfilled the role and 
functions with poise, vision and, 
above all, quality journalism and 
tenacity. Such attributes speak 
very highly of you, and your staff 
as well. 
The Winonan is a valued and 
highly effective medium of com-
munication. And it continues to at-
tract attention for WSU throughout 
our region. We need and applaud 
the objectivity and strength it brings 
to our campus. 
Best of luck to you in your 
career. 
Richard C. Struck, APR 
Vice President for Development 
and University Relations 
Readers' Vi 
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OR feeliNg 
aNNoyeb? 
Write us a letter to the 
editor. We run any student 
letters we get that are sign-
ed, in the order in which they 
come in to us. 
After all, this is your stu-
dent newspaper. 
The Winonan 
Phelps 113, WSU 
Winona, MN 55987 
very damaging to a person's 
reputation. These are a few points 
I felt are well worth mentioning. 
Many thanks, 
M. Edlund 
Protest 
with care 
To the Editor: 
I wish to express agreement in 
principle with your editorial view-
point ("Don't kill life's spices") of 
Oct. 22 . It would indeed be un-
fortunate if freedom of expression 
were to be silenced by ad-
ministrative action. 
However, I would also have lik-
ed to invite the Winonan into my 3 
p.m. class in Gildemeister Hall last 
spring when "Brother Jim" and 
"Sister Pat" were exercising their 
freedom. The weather was warm, 
and the classroom's windows were 
Abuse of 
Rights 
To the Editor. 
The oroposal of Mr. Kosidowski 
to restri _A demonstrations on cam-
pus is a direct violation of students' 
constitutional rights to the freedom 
of speech and assembly. Why Mr. 
Kosidowski thinks this proposal is 
necessary is puzzling to me. The 
Supreme Court, in its Gitlow vs. 
N.Y. decision, did indeed hold that 
these freedoms were not absolute 
in nature. The advocacy of over-
throwing a legally constituted 
government can be restricted. But 
in the Court's decision in Thornhill 
vs. Alabama (310 U.S. 88) it was 
held that when abridgment of the 
effective exercise of the rights of 
freedom of speech and Of the press 
is claimed, it is incumbent on the 
courts to "weigh the cir-
cumstances" and "appraise the 
substantiability of the reasons ad-
vanced" in support of the challeng-
ed regulations. Also, freedom of 
speech and of the press embraces 
at least the liberty to discuss public-
ly and truthfully all matters of public 
concern without previous restraint 
or fear of subsequent punishment. 
It was the opinion of the Court that, 
open for ventilation. It is not an ex-
aggeration to say that the commo-
tion caused by their "destruction of 
the works of the devil" was extraor-
dinarily disruptive to my class. 
Several students expressed belief 
that this uproar impaired their per-
formance on a scheduled examina-
tion; it was difficult to concentrate. 
Therefore, rather than the 
polemic your editorial asserted of 
the administration, I submit that 
Jon Kosidowski is attempting to 
respond to the type of academic 
disruption my class and I ex-
perienced last spring. A student's 
ability to concentrate during an ex-
amination must also be protected 
at an institution of higher learning. 
Respectfully, 
David K. Urion, 
Professor of Mathematics 
"every expression of opinion on 
matters that are important has the 
potentiality of inducing action in the 
interests of one rather than another 
group in society. But the group in 
power at any moment may not im-
pose penal sanctions on peaceful 
and truthful discussion of matters 
of public interest merely on a show-
ing that others may thereby be per-
suaded to take action inconsistent 
with its interests. Abridgment of the 
liberty of such discussions can be 
justified only where the clear 
danger of substantive evils arises 
under circumstances affording no 
opportunity to test the merits of 
ideas by competition for accep-
tance in the market of public opi-
nion." 
It would behoove Mr. Kosidowski 
to refrain from this disastrous 
course of action. If he does not, it 
will be incumbent upon the student 
senate to seek injunctive relief from 
such an abridgment of students' 
rights. This proposal is an insult to 
the notion of free universities and 
will only lead to further protests 
from those of us who seek to 
safeguard the rights of students 
from illegal actions by 
administrators. 
Verne L. Marty 
Brit says 
bad story 
To the Editor. 
I would like to comment on the 
article written about me in the 
Variety Section of the Winonan 
(Oct. 22). 
Although I was delighted to have 
an interview for the paper, I feel 
that it may have been badly struc-
tured and put across that I was 
bringing America down. This is not 
so, I like America a great deal and 
have met some of the warmest 
people I've ever come across. 
However I am here at the univer-
sity to study, and although how 
many classes I study is fewer than 
in England, this does by no means 
mean that they are easier 
themselves. Yes, as I said, "I 
wanted to get away from England," 
but how do you deduce from this 
that I thought America would be a 
good excuse for a break as it was 
stated by the article. Also how can 
it be stated that so far it has been 
a vacation, when I said that "It was 
relaxing because it (Winona) is 
small, open and you can take a 
walk by the lake." I think most 
students find a walk by the lake 
relaxing but this doesn't mean that 
they are finding it a vacation. 
Personally I consider my trip to 
America as an investment, as liv-
ing in a different environment, 
education and culture will broaden 
my outlook. After all there is a lot 
more to the world than just my 
home country and, after all, 
America does play a large part in 
the world. 
It's my pleasure to be here, and 
I hope people haven't already got 
a bad impression of me. 
Cohn Whitfield (England) 
Editor's note: The story the above 
letter is about cited direct quotes 
from the subject the stories were 
written about. If he looks like "a rich 
spoiled brat," then it is because of 
what he said in those quotes, not the 
author's use of them. 
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Mom, Dad and WSU 
Remember when you were a kid and your mom hit you for doing 
something wrong? Remember how just before she smacked you she said, 
"This is for your own good!" 
Of course when you're a kid, you really don't understand the apparent 
paradox of beneficial punishment. You just wimper around for a while 
trying to figure out why you got spanked. 
Sometimes, you might retaliate with some sort of remark like, "Just 
wait 'til I'm grown up, then you can't tell me what to do." . 
Last week, in a weird roundabout way, that situation came back to me, 
only the university administration was playing the parent this time. 
The administration smacked the student body with a proposal that 
would restrict the public's right to gather, or protest, or generally express 
itself on the Winona State campus. 
Among other things, the proposal called for the protesters to obtain 
a registration permit 24 hours in advance of the gathering. It also required 
that any outdoor protest be conducted between the hours of 4 p.m. and 
7 p.m. 
The students, after learning of the proposal, wandered around wimper-
ing, "What did they do that for?" 
As far as I could tell, the students had done nothing wrong. I could 
remember no protests in recent history. 
Some students saw no problems with the proposal. They must have 
remembered the days when their parents used to say, "We're punishing 
you for your own good." After all, authority usually knows what's best 
for everyone, doesn't it? 
The rebellious types held a protest. It was sort of a protest protest. 
The protesters spoke aloud in the courtyard, without a permit, at 2 p.m. 
They spoke and spoke and spoke. OUT LOUD! IN THE COURTYARD! 
They spoke to television news people. They spoke to radio news peo- 
ple. They spoke to newspaper news people. They spoke until they were 
blue in the face — and the administration was red in the face. 
The administration withdrew the proposal that would have regulated 
protests. 
Yipee. A happy ending for the protesters. 
However, many students are still wandering around wondering why 
the administration ever put the proposal on the table in the first place. 
The administration suggests that it was for the students own good. I 
guess they felt that the students needed to be protected from evangelists 
who sometimes call students sinners (out loud, in the courtyard). 
I've got a feeling that the proposal was drafted for the administration's 
own good. After all, radicals on campus might attract attention. That might 
not make the university look very good. Therefore, regulations restric-
ting protests would prevent radicalism, and Winona State would remain 
its peachy, pleasant self. 
Hey administration, it kind of backfired, didn't it? 
America 
no joyride 
To the Editor: 
After reading the article in the 
Winonan on Oct. 22 about Colin 
Whitfield from Brighton, England, 
I would like to state that the article 
may be misleading if one hasn't 
met Colin. The article could make 
Colin seem to an outsider that he's 
a "cocky, rich brat," and he really 
isn't. 
How can America be a good ex-
cuse for a break when Colin is stu-
dying at a university? Sure, it's 
bound to be fun and exciting when 
he's in the midst of a different 
culture, but it certainly can't be a 
vacation or break. 
When I questioned him about 
how easy it is to go to France from 
his home, Colin admitted it was on-
ly 25 miles away, but stressed that 
the trip includes a four hour ferry 
ride across the English Channel. 
This trip is very similar to the 
weekend trips that we Americans 
take to our cabins. 
An article presented like this, 
although it may delight the inter-
viewer, can be misinterpreted and 
How they did  
Tim Sherman\Gene Pelowski 
	
4,501 	 4,791 
Perc 48 52 
Tim Penny\Paul Grawe 
119,960 	45,468 
Perc 	56 43 
Information based on Associate Press 
Rudy Perpich\Cal Ludeman 
726.385 	564,354 
Percentage 73 27 
Pat Kronebusch\Steve Morse 
6,319 	 7,003 
Percentage 47 53 
reports at 6 a.m. Nov. 5, 1986. 
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Minne Hall poll helps serve Winona voters 
By DENNESE LILLEY 
Staff Reporter 
It was time again last night for Min-
nesotans to decide who would repre-
sent them as senators, governors 
and  U.S. Representatives. 
Election judges closed the polls at 
8 p.m. after 13 hours of registering 
and recording voters and began tally-
ing the votes given by some of the 
2,685 eligible voters in Winona's 3rd 
Ward 2nd Precinct. 
Election judges said the turnout 
beat that of the primary election 
earlier this year. 
Some students voted because 
their parents called them and 
reminded them of the election. 
One student said that he voted 
because it was his responsibility as 
a member of society, and because 
he cared about who represented him 
in government. The student would 
not give his name for publication, 
however. 
This is the first year Winona State 
has opened its doors as a polling 
place. 
In 1984 there were questions rais-
ed as to whether or not polls should 
be moved to Winona State Universi- 
ty's Minne Hall because of havoc 
created from limited space at Lincoln 
School, also a voting location, in the 
1984 presidential elections. 
Former Student Senate Vice Presi-
dent 	Jim 	Schmidt  
felt that there was a need for elec-
tion polls on the Winona State cam-
pus and Lincoln School. 
Students and election judges last 
night felt that the move was 
beneficial and had no effect on ac-
tual voter turnout. 
Some election judges for Ward 3, 
Precinct 2, like retired English 
teacher Anne-Marie Hoeppner, were 
new to the job. 
She, like the other judges, went to 
her party caucus requesting to be an 
election judge and was later approv-
ed by the Winona City Council. 
Ogren takes over as student senate V.P. 
JACKIE COSTA 
Chief News Reporter 
Senior Paul Ogren took the posi-
tion of student senate vice president 
last week after a special election to 
fill the chair. 
There were also 17 applicants 
competing for the two at large senate 
openings. 
Votes for Ogren outnumbered 
those for opponents Craig Stoxen 
and Jim Traeger. The vote tally was 
Ogren, 14; Traeger, 9; Stoxen, 6. 
Cody Hall and Colin Whitfield were 
the two at large candidates elected. 
Because former president Jeff 
Peterson was ineligible for his posi-
tion, Vice President Teresa Coen 
took his spot leaving an opening in 
her seat. 
The vice president position was 
open for two academic weeks after 
Peterson's resignation. Peterson, 
who is enrolled for only four credits  
fall quarter, does not meet student 
senate by-laws which call for all 
members to carry eight credits per 
quarter. 
Ogren is honored and believes 
that senators voted based on what 
they knew about the candidate rather 
than the two minute speech each 
gave. "I will try to fulfill the respon-
sibilities of the office and make 
students aware of committees, the 
work they do, and the people on  
them," he said. 
Stoxen said the election was fair 
and has no problem with the results. 
"I'm looking forward to moving on 
with senate. Next quarter will be a 
hard one because of Teresa's stu-
dent teaching. It will be interesting to 
watch how Paul works." 
Coen also thought the election 
was fair."We had no problems and 
no disputes; the judicial board was 
there to make sure everything was  
fair." 
Whitfield, a 19 year old student 
from England, is on a special 
undergraduate program and is in-
terested in student senate said,"I 
feel I'll make a valuable contribution 
to senate and deal with the students 
concerns competently." 
Hall is a 43 year old graduate stu-
dent of education administration and 
has a background in law, education, 
and politics. 
Election 
Continued from paae 1 
campaign rally at the Metrodome 
Radisson Hotel around 9 p.m. last 
night when hotel officials received a 
call from a young person claiming 
there was a bomb in the party room. 
Three police dogs and six Min-
neapolis police officers searched the 
room for 10 minutes and found no 
evidence of a bomb. 
Because of the delays caused by 
the bomb search, Perpich had his 
running mate, Lt Gov. Marleen 
Johnson, tell the audience waiting 
his arrival that he would not be atten-
ding. Johnson said Perpich had gone 
to the Iron Range, his home territory, 
as she carried on the DFL rally by 
calling other DFL politicians to the  
platform. 
"This is a great night for the 
Democratic Farmer -Labor party in 
Minnesota," Johnson said. 
"Everybody is projecting we're the 
winners. It's clear the direction that 
Gov. Rudy Perpich has provided 
Minnesota the last four years is the 
kind of leadership we need the next 
four years." 
Tim O'Brien, Chairman of 
Johnson's re-election campaign said 
she has every intention of running for 
governor in four years. Re-elected 
Attorney General Skip Humphry said 
he also plans on running for U.S. 
Senator at the end of his term. 
While Perpich didn't show for his 
supporters' rally in Minneapolis, 
more than 15 students from North St. 
Paul High School and Tartan High 
School gathered at the celebration 
with banners and posters stating  
"Bring back the Guard," and "We 
love Noel." 
The high schoolers came to the 
celebration to attract media attention  
and persuade the governor to send 
National Guardsmen back out into 
the woods of Aitkin, Minn. in search 
of 17-year-old Noel Dallinger. 
Dellinger was last seen in the 
woods Saturday and the National 
See Election, page 7 
Election 
Continued from page 6 
Guard was called in to search for him 
Sunday. 
Monday, the Guard was pulled out 
of the woods and friends of Dall-
inger's want them to keep searching. 
"We need professional help to find 
him," said Tartan High School stu-
dent Jeanne Rhoda. "We don't want 
to ruin his (Perpich's) celebration, but 
we wanted to get the point across we 
need help," said Heidi Stave, also of 
Tartan High School. 
Unconfirmed reports last night in-
dicated the governor would call the 
Guard out again to search for the stu-
dent if his father approved. 
"It's going to be tough to find 
him," friend Jim Palmer said. "He's 
been in there three days and I myself 
think he might already be dead." 
Dallinger is reported missing in a 
four mile radius of marsh and dense-
ly wooded land. 
CLUB CALENDER 
Wed. 11/5 
7 a.m. UCM Bible Study. 
Noon Tai Chi Silence Class, Phelps Gym. 
4 p.m. Student senate meeting, Purple Rooms. 
9:19 LCC Informal worship, 204 W. Wabasha St. 
Thurs. 11/6 
Noon Tai Chi Silence Class, Phelps Gym. 
3:45 p.m. Political Science Association meeting. 
5:30 p.m. UCM House Study on "B" attitudes. 
7 p.m. UCM House movies and activities, 362 Johnson St. 
Fri. 11/7 
Noon Tai Chi Individual Help, PAC Black Room. 
3 p.m. ROTC Club, Phelps 135. 
Sun. 11/9 
11 a.m. Newman Center Mass, Baldwin Lounge. 
7:30 p.m. LCC Community evening Prayer, Central Lutheran Church. 
7:30 p.m. Koinonia 
Mon. 11/10 
Noon Tai Chi, PAC lobby. 
4 p.m. PACE meeting, Counseling Center. 
4:30 p.m. SMEA Meeting, Purple Room. 
7 p.m. Health & Phy. Ed Club meeting, Memorial 209. 
7:30 p.m. Newman STAFF meeting, Newman Center. 
Tues. 11/11 
Noon Tai Chi, Phelps Gym. 
7 p.m. IVCF Large group meeting. 
9 p.m. LCC Peer Led Discussions, 204 Wabasha St. 
Wed. 11/12 
7 p.m. UCM Bible Study. 
Noon Tai Chi Silence Class, Phelps Gym. 
4 p.m. Student senate meeting, Purple Rooms. 
9:19 LCC Informal Worship, 204 Wabasha St. 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Health & Phy. Ed. Club bake sale, Memorial. 
9 a.m - Noon Non-Trads open house. 
Campus Shorts 
Editor's Note: The following column will be printed in the Winonan bi-monthly 
throughout the year in an effort by the Winonan and student senate to in-
form students of what the senate is doing for them. 
Student Senate Report 
It was the decision of the student senate to set before the student body a 
list of goals and objectives for senate '86-'87. Each committee was responsible 
to submit their recommendations to be reviewed by the executive board. A list 
of recommendations will set forth a standard for evaluation and constructive 
criticism. 
We want to respond to student concerns and give students more opportuni-
ty to respond during our planning. These are our recommended goals and ob-
jectives from the senate and its committee. We will update and revise as we 
move through the year. We welcome your criticism and evaluation. 
Senate Goals & Objectives 
Senate Goals 
1. Work with Non-Traditional 
Students on lobbying for state fun-
ding for child-care at WSU. 
2. Increase Health Service Personnel 
3. Examine outdoor lighting condi-
tions on campus 
4. Get to know and plan activities 
with St. Mary's and St. Teresa's Stu-
dent Senate 
5. Investigate possibility of an addi-
tional dorm 
Student Services 
1. 2nd Annual Mr. WSU 
2. ALL NIGHT SMOG (donuts-food) 
3. Post a yeld/speed sign on one-way 
between Morey-Prentiss. Repaint 
lines. 
4. Provide improved lighting and 
more tables in Baldwin Lounge 
5. Investigate outdoor lighting 
conditions 
6. Coordinate with other clubs (eg. 
Non-Trads). The lobby effort for 
childcare. 
Academic Affairs 
1. Restructure of Grievance 
Committee 
2. Student/Facutly Relations 
3. Publications of course name 
changes 
4. Extension of Sunday library hours 
5. Peer Advising 
6. Faculty Evaluations 
Legislative Affairs 
1. Lobbying Workshop 
2. Series of speakers on current 
events 
3. Lobby day (in coordination with 
MSUSA) 
4. Legislative Lobbying Network 
5. Request a Legislative Hearing 
6. Coordinate with faculty on 
Legislative initiatives. 
Public Relations 
1. Christmas Raffle 
2. Spring Break Raffle 
3. from both sides of auditorium to 
make room for handicapped 
4. Calendar of events, human interest, 
accompishments, political update 
5. Putting one member of P.R. on 
Student Community Relations Board 
6. Instant cash machine on campus 
7. Towing policy 
SAFC Goals 
1. Raise $500 to help replenish 
short range contingency fund 
2. Review guidelines for co-curricular 
funding 
3. Investigate a check and balance 
system for expenditure of senate con-
trolled money 
4. Publish a student phone directory 
- as a fundraiser? 
ALL WORK PERFORMED BY STUDENTS UNDER SUPERVISION 
BY LICENSED INSTRUCTORS 
WORSHIP 
Every Wednesday at 9:11 p.m. 
"Worship the Lord with gladness; come 
before Hirn with joyful songs." 
Ps. 100:2 
NURTURING 
Every other Sunday at 7 p.m Beginning 
Nov. 2 Topical Bible Study 
LUTHERAN 
STUDENT 
FELLOWSHIP 
A Campus Ministry of the Lutheran 
Church - Missouri Synod 
303 Winona St. Winona, MN. 55987 
CONTACT PEOPLE 
Dave Turn 454-6243 
Campus !louse 
Gerald Nast 452-6056 
School Office 
Bob Cloeter 
454-6928 
Church office 
RECREATION/STUDY 
House is open weekday evening. Also 
T.V. and study on Slinclay evenings. 
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Non-Trads 
The Union of Non-Traditional 
students is holding an open house 
Nov. 12, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m. Lower 
level, Kryzsko Commons 
Journal Writing 
"Exploring the Uses for Journal 
Keeping," for those who are 
already keeping and those who 
have always wanted to keep a 
journal, will be held Nov. 5., 
Minne Hall 109, 6:30 p.m. to 9 
p.m. 
Senate opening 
The student senate is taking ap-
plications for an at-large senate 
position. Requires a 2.0 GPA, and 
a credit load of 8 hours. Deadline 
Nov. 12, 3 p.m. 
Art 
Watercolor paintings are featured 
in the new art exhibit at the Paul 
Watkins Gallery through Nov. 18. 
The exhibit features the work of 
Eric Austen Erickson, Diane 
Crane, Mike Lynch, Dani Ronch-
Walker, and Rochelle Woldorsky. 
Help Wanted 
Need to take a year off? 
Yearly positions available 
for interested individuals 
as a Mothers Helper/Nan-
ny in a suburb of New 
York City. 
Salary, Room & Board 
Call Paula at (914) 
683-6724. 
Mental Health 
"Exploring the Enigma of Mental 
Illness" is the title of a conference 
Nov. 10 that will include round-
table discussions and a public 
forum. Roundtable discussions 
begin 1:30 to 3 p.m., and the 
public forum from 3:30 to 5p.m. 
East Cafeteria, Kryzsko 
Commons. 
More Non-Trad stuff 
Thurs. Nov. 6, the Union of Non-
Traditional Students will be 
nominating its Board of Directors. 
Both nominations and elections 
are to be held Nov. 13. 
Geology Club 
Geology Club Presents Bruce 
Olson, Minn. Geological Survey, 
Nov.5 at 4 p.m. in PA 120. Topic: 
Water Quality of S.E. Minnesota. 
GOVERNMENT JOBS 
$16,040-$59,230/yr. Now 
hiring. Call 805-687-6000 
Ext. R-6195 for current 
federal list. 
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A solemn Pat Kronebusch reflects on her defeat for 
the District 34 Senate race at her home in Roll- 
Winonan photo by Tony Dussel 
ingstone. Kronebusch, the incumbent, lost to Steve 
Morse. 
Winonan photo by Lynn Skelton 
A happy Steve Morse celebrates his election to the District 34 Senate 
seat at the Labor Temple in Winona. 
Morse plants his seed in District 34 
Staff Reporter 
Going from apple orchard 
manager to upset winner in the State 
Senate District 34 race took a lot of 
work. But for Steve Morse, his victory 
last night over Republican incumbent 
Pat Kronebusch was a sweet end to 
a long campaign. 
Morse defeated Kronebusch by a 
slim 52 to 48 percent margin, winn-
ing the right to represent Winona and 
Houston counties at the state capitol. 
Kronebusch has held the post for 
the past six years. She all but con-
ceded victory to Morse at 1:45 a.m. 
today. With all but four precincts left 
to report at the time, Morse led 
Kronebusch by over 700 votes. 
Morse won Winona County by a 
convincing 26 percent margin. The 
Houston County race, although 
much closer, seemed unlikely to get 
Kronebusch enough votes to surpass 
Morse. 
"He probably will win," Kronebusch 
said from her home, "but I won't con-
cede until I feel confident about the 
final outcome." 
The Morse camp, meanwhile, had 
been gaining more and more con-
fidence as the early returns came in. 
Their election night headquarters 
were in the east end of town at the 
Winona Labor Temple. 
An enthusiastic throng of about 70 
Morse-backers followed the same 
pattern most of the night: lively con- 
versation that was hushed only when 
election updates came over the 
television and radio, and then roar-
ing approval for the strong showing 
of their candidate. 
Kronebusch admittedly kept a 
lower profile during the campaign 
than her opponent. But she didn't 
feel that was the reason for Morse's 
stronger showing. 
"He had a tremendous expenditure 
on advertising," Kronebusch said. 
Additionally, she felt his strong sup-
port from fellow Democrats was a big 
asset. 
Kronebusch said she felt let down 
by farming and education organiza-
tions that seemed to sway their votes 
to Morse. "I worked hard for these  
organizations and now I wonder why 
they shifted their support." 
Morse said that his opponent's 
voting inconsistencies were the 
reasons people turned to him. He 
cited, for example, that Kronebusch 
voted for a farm rehabilitation act, but 
voted against including Winona and 
Houston counties in the act. 
The race was not a textbook exam-
ple of conservative Republican 
against liberal Democrat. In fact, 
Morse said that he sided with 
Kronebusch on many issues, main-
ly on the importance of tax cuts for 
farmers and rural businesses. But, 
he added, Kronebusch was ineffec-
tive in passing the needed legislation 
for area constituents. 
Kronebusch rebuked that claim 
many times during the campaign, 
she said, because her party was in 
the Senate minority during her 
tenure. 
Assessing 	her 	campaign, 
Kronebusch said, "We ran an honest 
camp, and if this is what the people 
want, so be it." 
Morse passed his success on to 
his campaign crew, stating, "I think 
the victory speaks well for the 
organization and our whole crew." 
Pelowski slides by Sherman for District 34B 
By ERIC LATTERY 
Staff Reporter 
Indepedent Republican incumbent 
Tim Sherman admitted defeat at 
12:30 this morning and conceded the 
race for State Representative of 
District 34B in Minnesota to 
Democratic Farmer-Labor candidate 
Gene Pelowski. 
At the time he conceded, Sherman 
had 47 percent of 8,158 votes while 
Pelowski had 53 percent. The final 
count at 6 a.m. today gave Sherman 
a narrow victory with 52 percent of 
9,292 votes while Sherman had 48 
percent. 
The conceding speech came after 
a night of anxious waiting for 
Pelowski. He said the race was go-
ing to be close. Early last night, 
Pelowski was hoping to carry the 3rd 
ward, second precinct which in-
cludes Winona State University, his 
alma mater. 
Two hours after the polls closeu, 
Duane Peterson, Pelowski's cam-
paign manager, said, "He is doing 
better in almost every precinct over 
the year before." 
The mood in Peterson's house 
was tense and relaxed. Pelowski's 
family and friends monitored and 
talked about election results on 
television and radio but when the 
phone rang, everyone stopped talk-
ing and waited to hear if he had won 
or lost a precinct. 
Sherman's supporters gathered at 
Z's Sports Bar to watch the election 
results. However, Sherman was not 
there. He was at home and would not 
comment on the election. 
Pelowski started to feel more con-
fident after winning the 1st ward, 1st 
precinct. "You never believe this is 
happening until it does. It is looking 
very good," he said. 
Pelowski talked about issues that 
he wanted to address if he won the 
election. 
He wants to make changes in 
secondary and post secondary 
education in Winona. 
According to Pelowski, a major 
concern in public secondary educa-
tion is advanced students. "In the 
past we rather ignored the advanc-
ed students, thinking they could get 
along on their own. They survive but 
they don't thrive," said Pelowski. He 
wants programs to be developed 
which will be directed at the advanc-
ed students. 
Pelowski said he wants to stop the 
trend of college tuition increases of 
the past six years. "We are going to 
take a close look at Average Cost 
Funding and see if we can work out 
a formula that is acceptable to 
stabilize tuition." 
Pelowski also wants to make finan-
cial aid more accessible to students  
under 22 years of age. In order to do 
that, he said, "We must re-define 
what a student is." 
Pelowski said an engineering 
school at Winona State is needed. 
"It's long overdue that we update the 
science and technology of Winona 
State University," he said. It would 
not only help the university but the 
Winona area as well according to 
Pelowski. 
Pelowski said he wants to help 
business by starting an incubator 
program. The program allows a small 
business to grow by setting up a few 
companies in one building with low 
rent. The rent not only pays for use 
of the building but also for 
secretarial, computer, and other ser-
vices that are provided. "The beau-
ty of it is that it helps businesses that 
are in the community," he said, "it 
doesn't try to draw (outside) 
businesses in." 
Problems of local farms was 
another area of concern expressed 
by Pelowski. "Farmers have to be 
made aware of financial services," 
he said. He stressed that farmers 
need to have financial education 
available to them. "You cannot ig-
nore the farm's relationship with the 
city," he said. "Everytime you lose 
a farm out there, it impacts right 
here." 
Tim Sherman in his conceding 
speech, said, "There's no kind of 
defeat in popularity. If anyone were 
to take a poll after this election, they 
would find that I am very popular and 
that in fact, if more people would 
have voted I would have defeated 
Pelowski even worse than the last 
time. That I feel very strongly about." 
He also said he feels that the district 
will hang its head after this election. 
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Gov. Rudy Perpich 
Winonan photo by Rick Coalwell 
Paul Grawe, Independent Republican candidate for Congress, will be 
returning to the classroom at Winona State after he was soundly 
defeated by incumbent Tim Penny. 
Winonan Photo by Tim Jacobsen 
Congressman Tim Penny, wearing his 'lucky' sweater, celebrates his 
re-election last night at a rally in his hometown of New Richland. 
Treasurer-elect Mike McGrath 
	
Winonan photo by Beth Bidne 
Cal Ludeman, the Independent Republican candidate for governor, ad- election rally in Bloomington. 
justs his headset during a radio interview last night at the Republican 
Penny wins in landslide over Grawe 
By BILL POND 
News Editor 
NEW RICHLAND, Minn. — U.S. 
Represenative Tim Penny can take 
it easy today after he smashed 
Republican challenger Paul Grawe in 
Minnesota's 1st District Congres-
sional election. 
Penny staff workers were asking 
themselves, "Where is Paul Grawe 
tonight?" after early tabulation 
results showed Penny starting off 
with a solid lead, bringing well over 
60 percent of the votes in early 
precinct tabulations. 
By 6 a.m. this morning, 97 percent 
of the precincts reported Penny held 
onto 73 percent of the vote, leaving 
Grawe with 27 percent. 
"I think it's going to be an early 
night," Penny said referring to the 
election after it was clear votes were 
adding up in his favor. Penny show-
ed complete confidence throughout 
the evening that he would walk away 
as Minnesota's 1st District winner. 
As of 12 a.m. Wednesday, official 
results were still not tabulated and 
there was no word yet in the Penny 
camp as to whether Grawe would 
concede the election. Grawe, an 
English professor at Winona State 
University, was unavailable for 
comment. 
But around 10:30 p.m. last night, 
Penny said, "I think it's safe to say 
we're going to win tonight." Penny 
then picked up a guitar and com-
menced to play a couple of songs to 
about 125 or so supporters 
who gathered at New Richland's 
Veterans of Foreign Wars Hall. 
Early in the evening, Penny's 
assistant campaign mananger, 
Steve Basacker said, "I'm happy to 
say it's going better than we had 
hoped for. We're all happy with 
everything." 
After it became apparent he won 
the election, Penny said, "We're very  
satisfied with the margin. We work-
ed pretty hard, and we're just going 
to keep on working hard to get 
prepared for January." 
"I think the numbers are great. 
The most encouraging numbers 
were the one's recorded out of Dover 
(Minn.) which is a strong Republican 
community. To come off with 64 per- 
cent of the vote there, that's a 
positive sign," Penny said. 
"This year was tougher to predict. 
We did not have a lot of polls this 
year. Our margin is a surprise 
because we had no indication as to 
what it would be. We have a pretty 
big base of support across the 
district. Much of this campaign was  
to build upon that base. I think we've 
done that," Penny said. 
"I would say the race this year was 
a little less intensive. You have to 
create an issue that voters are in-
terested in before they are going to 
pay much attention. I don't think in 
our race there was really any issue 
the opposition gave much of a case  
for," Penny said. 
Penny said he is going to start off 
right away working and preparing for 
major issues to face Congress this 
year such as the farm crisis. 
"I have to start getting geared up 
for the next session. I've got some 
ideas on the farm policy. The govern-
ment needs a marketing law." 
Winonan photo by David Johnson 
Winonan photo by Tony Dussel 
Robert King, a Winona State music professor, conducts a 	State and its foundation, will begin charging for concerts 
rehearsal of the Winona Symphony Orchestra. The or- 	this year to supplement its $23,000 budget. 
chestra, which receives most of its funding through Winona 
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Custodian raises buffalo as a hobby 
By SHERI JACOBSON 
Variety Editor 
The life of one janitor at Winona 
State University entails more than 
mopping dusty floors and scrubbing 
water fountains with vinegar. 
For 20 years VirgilPellqwskihas 
raised buffalo for meat and breeding 
stock near Pine Creek, Wis., nearly 
10 miles-from Winona. 
Every day he goes to his land, 
which is part of a 300-acre fur farm 
he own s , to feed his buffalo. 
"We just put them in a good fence 
and raise them like cattle," said 
Pellowski . 
Pellowskigot into the business 20 
years ago after he'd tasted buffalo 
meat and wondered what buffalo 
would taste like if he raised them like 
cattle. 
"It's very low in saturated fats and 
cholesterol," said Pellowski. 
Nobody taught Pellowski how to 
raise buffalo.Pellowski said he learn- 
Virgil Pellowski and his father Victor raise buffalo for slaughter and ed by spending many summers on 	 ween 1,500 and 1,800 pounds. In addition to their value as meat their 
breeding purposes. They have raised buffalo for 20 years on the elder coats are made into rugs. his grandparent's farm as a child. 
Pellowski's Trempealeau County farm. The average buffalo weighs bet- 
See Buffalo, page 12 
Music lovers have to pay for desires 
"We just put them in a 
good fence and raise them 
like cattle." 
— Pellowski 
By Janet Meisch 
Asst. Variety Editor 
Music lovers will no longer be able to enjoy free 
Winona Symphony Orchestra concerts. 
Beginning this year admission tickets to each of the 
four concerts will be $5 and a season ticket of $22 will 
be available, which includes reserved seating at all 
four upcoming concerts and reservations for the an-
nual symphony supper. 
According to Robert King, orchestra conductor, the 
decision was made by the Board of Winona Civic 
Music. 
"The orchestra would have survived without the fun-
ding, but we want it to do the best it can. The extra 
revenue helps us give out scholarships and such," 
said King. 
The revenue will be used to improve the quality of 
the orchestra by attracting leads for the string sections 
and for outstanding guest artists. 
The Winona Music Guild is comprised of citizens in 
the area who support the orchestra. 
The Guild is represented on the Board of Winona 
Civic Music and supports the symphony by awarding 
scholarships to St. Teresa College, St. Mary's 
College and Winona State University music students. 
For some years, the trust fund of the recording in-
dustries paid stipends to union members. 
These funds are now becoming non-existent. Last 
year the symphony's budget was $23,000, including 
gifts. 
Winona State and its foundation provided nearly all 
the budget. 
King said members of the orchestra come from 
various backgrounds. "We have music students, 
townspeople, area music teachers, and some profes-
sional musicians." 
The orchestra practices each Thursday evening 
from 6:30 to 9:30. 
And King is pleased with the progress of the year 
so far. "It's always tough at the beginning of the 
season to get everyone to come to practices and get 
See Orchestra, page 12 .  
* Preview exciting new concepts in make-up, skin 
care, and nail colors! 
* 20% discount on all retail prices! 
* Free hors d'oeuvres and refreshments! 
* Register for valuable prizes! 
HUNGRY? 
Zach's Side Track Tap 
offers something different 
every Tuesday through Friday 
HUNGRY HOUR 
Located on Front and Center 
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Over half of all couples experience violence 
"Violence by men is usually a power and control issue." 
By JANET MEISCH 
Asst. Variety Editor 
"Violence in relationships is more 
prevalent and more dangerous than 
most people think," said Judy 
Nelson-Hall of the Winona Women's 
Resource Center to a small gather-
ing for her discussion on "Violence 
in Relationships" Oct. 28. 
Nelson-Hall brought many facts to 
light on the subject. Most people 
don't realize that 60 percent of all 
couples will experience some degree 
' of physical violence at some point in 
their relationship, one out of every 
. two women will experience some 
form of violence in relationships with 
other adults, one incident of "wife-
beating" is reported every minute in 
the United States, and 30 percent of 
female homicide victims are killed by 
their husbands or boyfriends. 
"Violence by men is usually a 
power and control issue," said 
Nelson-Hall, "not only the wife, but 
the whole family is afraid of this man. 
With his violence he finds that he can 
control the whole family." 
The seriousness of the abusive 
behavior should not be overlooked. 
"In many cases the violence can 
really get out of hand. Last year, over 
4,000 women were killed accidentally 
by their spouses," Nelson-Hall 
added. 
People often wonder why women 
stay in abusive relationships. 
"Others may understand better 
when they realize the pressures 
these women face from family 
members or their church. Her 
economic condition and her belief in 
being the family caretaker cause her 
to stay with a man." 
She added that separation from a 
man doesn't always lead to the end 
of violence. "In many cases the 
violence may get worse because the 
woman has taken an aggressive step 
which may anger the man," Nelson-
Hall said. 
More incidents of domestic abuse 
are being reported now because 
By JANET MEISCH 
Asst. Variety Editor 
A new film series entitled, "Turn 
Your Heart Toward Home," is show- 
— Nelson-Hall 
women are beginning to realize that 
the abuse they are receiving is not 
their fault, and there is more help 
available for them. 
Places like the Women's Resource 
Center offers shelter and counseling 
for abused women. 
"We don't have enough room at 
ing in a six-part series at St. Martin's 
Lutheran Church, Winona. 
The first of the James Dobson 
series was shown Oct. 19. The rema-
ing films will be shown every Sunday 
evening through Nov. 23. 
According to Robert Cloeter, 
evangelist for St. Martin's Church, 
the film series was originally thought 
of as a possibility for a community 
film festival. "Our board of 
evangelism decided to use the series 
to reach people in the community," 
said Cloeter. 
In this bold new film series, 
Dobson brings his vast experience to 
bear on one of societies most press-
ing challenges, the protecting and 
strengthening of family relationships. 
The films portray the pressures to-
day's parents face. The first film, "A 
Father Looks Back," emphasizes 
Help Wanted: 
PARTY ANIMALS 
To run Spring Break vacation 
to Florida and Carribean. Earn 
FREE trip and cash. Send 
resume to National Student 
Travel Services PO Box 1193 
Ormond Beach, Florida 
32074. Include phone number 
or call us at: (904)441-8687 
our shelters and sometimes we have 
to send women to La Crosse or 
Rochester," said Nelson-Hall. "I 
have even had women and 
sometimes their children stay with 
me in my home because they have 
nowhere to go." 
She said that most of the women 
in abusive relationships did not see 
any violent behavior in their spouse 
before they were married. 
"Our board of evangelism 
decided to use the series 
to reach people in the 
community." 
— Cloeter 
how swiftly time passes and appeals 
to all parents to, "turn their heart 
toward home" during the child-
rearing years. 
The films to follow will deal with 
parenting the young child and the 
adolescent, the family's constant bat-
tle with today's values and issues 
and Dobson's advise on how to 
assure happiness and strengthen the 
family. 
Cloeter said the first film drew a 
crowd of 145 people. "We also offer 
baby-sitting and we had about 35 
children here." 
The film series is funded through 
free will offerings and the church 
budget. 
Film series about families showing 
at St. Martin's Lutheran Church 
•: 
Watch for 
Fall Specials 
See us for 
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Imported Beers, Wine Coolers 
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(Between Taco John's and Little Caesar's) 
You like to write at all. We love people who 
like to write — whatever it is they like to write 
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WEDNESDAY'S 12" 
PEPPERONI DOUBLE CHEESE 
EXTRA THICK CRUST PIZZA SPECIAL 
JUST $ 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS" 
. FREE. 
JUST ASK FOR WEDNESDAY'S SPECIAL. 
DELIVERED IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS. GUARANTEED. 
454-6700 
909 W. 5th Street, Winona 
No substitutions, please. No coupon necessary. Offer good only on Wednesdays. (t) 1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. 
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GOING THE DISTANCE 
WITH US COULD BRING 
YOU $25,200 
CLOSER TO SCHOOL. 
If you're right out Of high school and headed for 
additional schooling, one route you might consider is the 
Army. It's a route that will bring you up to $25,200 for 
educational assistance, as well as valuable skill training, 
if you qualify. 
It's available through the GI Bill Plus the Army College 
Fund. As a soldier, you contribute $100 a month from your 
first full 12 months' paychecks (fOr a total of $1,200). The 
government and the Amy contribute the rest (up to $9,600 
from the government and up to $14,400 from 
the Army). 
The skill training you receive will challenge you. It'll 
g ive you new knowledge, experience and pride. It's tough, 
but it's . kvorth it. 
If you can go the distance, we'll put you closer. With 
the GI Bill Plus the Army College Fund. Call your local 
Army Recruiter for more intwmation. 
CALL 454-2267 
ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE. 
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"They're not easy to raise (corn-
pared to raising cattle). They're wild, 
powerful," Pellowski said. 
The buffalo are organically fed with 
corn, oats, barley, mineral and salt 
blocks and three to four good hay 
bails a day. 
The average buffalo weighs bet-
ween 1,500 and 1,800 pounds. "It 
takes a good buffalo to go over 2,000 
pounds," said Pellowski. 
Pellowski saidhe usually carries 
about 30 buffalo, but at this time he 
has 15 and is in the process of 
building up the herd again. 
In summer the herd grazes and 
they drop their calves in May. 
Pellowski saidhe butchers before 
Thanksgiving and sells meat to 
Winona State faculty, students and 
other markets in Minnesota and 
Wisconsin. 
The meat sells for $2 a pound car-
cass weight, which, when cut up, is 
nearly the same price as beef sold 
in stores. 
There is a six to eight month wait 
for buffalo rugs that are manufac-
tured at the American Fur Dressers 
in Spokane, Wash. 
Pellowskihasone barn for feeding 
the buffalo in harsh winter weather 
conditions. The rest of the time the 
buffalo graze in the pasture. 
Orchestra 
Continued from page 10 
things going but things are coming 
along very well," he said. 
The Winona Symphony Orchestra 
season will include the following con-
certs: Sunday, Nov. 9 at 4 p.m.; Mon- 
day, Dec. 8 at 8 p.m., which will 
feature selections from Bach's 
Christmas Oratio with combined 
choirs of Winona State and St. 
Mary's; Sunday, Feb. 15 at 4 p.m., 
featuring Aaron Copeland's "Lincoln 
Portrait"; and the final concert of the 
season will be held Sunday, April 26 
at 6:30 p.m. followed by the Sym-
phony Supper. 
Come eat cheese with 
Mac and Ronnie in the 
bandshell. 
Freddie 
Buffalo 
Continued from page 10 
THIS DEAL IS SO BIG,WE CAN'T 
KEEP THE LID ON IT. 
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Dale Wiebke 
Warrior captain 
out for a couple of 
weeks 
By WAYNE BOWER 
Sports Editor 
The hopes of the Winona State 
University men's basketball team 
received a jilt whenTri- Captain Dale 
Wiebke was hospitalized at St. Fran-
cis Hospital in La Crosse for an ir-
regular heart beat. 
Wiebke said that he felt his heart-
beat quicken after he went in for a 
lay-up in practice on Thursday. He 
took himself out of the drill and went 
into the training room where he was 
excused from practice. 
Wiebke said that the trainer told 
. him to go home and rest. When he 
arrived home his condition hadn't 
gotten any better so he went to Com-
munity Memorial Hospital in Winona, 
from there Wiebke was transported 
by ambulance to St. Francis 
Hospital. 
Wiebke was given medicine to 
slow down his heartbeat, however 
the medicine almost slowed it down 
too much. 
"When I went in I had a heartbeat 
of 150, which is really high," said 
Wiebke, "then they gave me a pill 
and Saturday night it slowed down 
to 30." 
Wiebke said that he was given 
another pill which restored his pulse 
to normal. 
After being tested, Wiebke was 
released Monday morning but 
whether or not he will be returning to 
the Warrior line-up will have to wait 
for a couple of weeks. He will be able 
to attend practices starting this week, 
but will be restricted to shooting. 
"It was really scary," said 
Wiebke, "I'm just glad I'm all right." 
Wiebke, a 6'3" guard from 
Caledonia, MN, started seven games 
last season and averaged 5.4 points 
and 2.2 rebounds per game while 
leading the team with 103 assists 
and finishing second among varsity 
players with a .724 free throw 
percentage. 
By WAYNE BOWER 
Sports Editor 
The NAIA National Championship is one 
match away for the Winona State University 
volleyball team as they won the District 13 
title Saturday. 
The Warriors won three matches in six 
games, sweeping Bemidji State University, 
Southwest State University and Moorhead 
State University. 
"I can't complain about anything," said 
Warrior Head Coach Lavonne Fiereck. 
"Everybody played well." 
Winona State started off the day defeating 
Bemidji State in two close games, 15-10 and 
15-11. 
The Warriors then disposed of Southwest 
State University, 15-3 and 15-9, which set the 
stage for the big showdown with Moorhead 
State. 
Moorhead State had gone three games with 
Bemidji State in the second round and like 
the Warriors, entered the final round unbeaten. 
Winona State made it six in a row, winning, 
15-10 and 15-8. 
The win advances the Warriors to the Bi-
Districts which is a best three out of five with 
the winner of the Wisconsin District. 
That tournament will take place this 
weekend but Fiereck feels that the favorite is 
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with 
perhaps the University of Wisconsin-Parkside 
also a possibility. 
"It will all come down to one match," said 
order for her to win and she just went out there 
and did it," said Moravec. 
Finishing second for the Warriors and fourth 
overall was junior Cathy Maslowski. Maslowski 
ran the course in 20:46. 
Third for the Warriors was Lisa Robinson. 
Robinson,a freshman, finished 5th overall with 
a time of 20:48. 
"It was a real credit to know that a freshman 
finished in the top five runners," said Moravec. 
Fourth for the Warriors was freshman Mary 
Fick. Fick finished 9th overall with a time of 
21:00. This was the second week in a row that 
Fick finished with the same time at the same 
course. 
Fifth was junior Nancy Schneider. Schneider 
finished with a time of 21:05 which placed her 
11th overall. 
The Warriors won the meet with 26 points. 
Second, was Moorhead State University with 
35 points. Third, was Bemidji State University 
with 66 points. Both Southwest State Univer-
sity and Concordia College were unable to field 
a full squad. 
"The win was a complete group effort," said 
Moravec, "I knew we had a chance, but I didn't 
think it would be a runaway like it turned out 
to be." 
For the next two weeks, the Warriors will 
prepare to go to the NAIA National meet in 
Kenosha, Wis. 
"For now, I'm going to get all of our runners 
healthy and rested and then we will try to get 
more quality running in," said Moravec. 
Last year the Warriors finished in 15th place 
and this year Coach Moravec feels that they 
have a good chance of doing better. 
"I think we peaked right in time,"said 
Moravec. 
 
Sports 
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Harriers run away with district title 
By KURT MOSSON 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The Winona State University women's cross 
country team continued their reign, winning the 
District 13 championship for the second time 
in as many years. 
"We played one heck of a ball game," said 
Warrior Head Coach Marjorie Moravec. 
Finishing first for the Warriors and first 
overall was junior Captain Tracy Nelson. 
Nelson ran the 5,000 meter course in 19:31 to 
place her 30 seconds ahead of the second 
place finisher. 
"Tracy knew exactly what she had to do in 
Winonan photo by Rick Uoaiweii 
Winona State's Kevin Kelley attempts to drive around Roger Ander-
son of the AAu team during Saturday's exhibition game. 
Spikers sweep district tourney 
Fiereck. "I don't know who we'll be playing, 
but we will have some good competition. 
Senior Karen Severson paced the Warriors 
with 31 ace kills. Freshman Shelly Burow 
added 24 ace kills to go along with four ace 
serves. 
Severson, Burow and Laurie Vigum were 
selected to the All-Tournament team. 
"It is quite an honor to the team when an 
all-star team consisting of six players are 
selected and we have three players on it," 
said Fiereck. 
Bemidji State lost two games but the 
Beavers Wanda Devescobi was selected the 
Most Valuable Player. 
Warriors dumped by 
AAU-All Stars, 91-79 
By KURT MOSSON 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The Winona State University men's basketball team dropped a 
pre-season game to the Amateur Athletic Union-All Stars, 91-79, 
Sunday afternoon. 
Even though the Warriors lost, Winona State Head Coach Jerry 
Nauman saw things that made the exhibition game productive. 
"We found out things we need to work on," said Nauman. "You 
should be able to win a game when you score 79 points, but when 
you give up 91 you aren't doing so well." 
Senior forward Barry Burkhartzmeyer and sophomore guard Carter 
Glad led the Warriors in scoring, each netting 15 points. Rich 
Glowacki and Sean Gantt added 12 points each. Gantt also con-
tributed six assists. 
Burkhartzmeyer, 6'4" from Faribault, was listed in the most recent 
NCAA News as an All-American candidate. 
Glad came off the bench to spark the Warrior offense with five 
three-point shots. 
"(Carter) Glad is one of the only people who is allowed to shoot 
from so far out," said Nauman, "people have to know their jobs." 
Swingmen Mike Sir and Doug Plager made their return to the 
Warrior line-up after sitting out the 1985-86 season. 
Nauman entered the contest with a game winning attitude and 
was disappointed with the loss, but learned something about his 
team's depth. 
"Right now we are at least 10 players deep," said Nauman. 
The Warriors were forced into depending on their depth on Sun-
day because they played without the services of Tri-Captain Dale 
Wiebke. 
Wiebke was hospitalized earlier in the week with heart complica-
tions and his return is uncertain. 
Serving with Wiebke as the Warriors Tri-Captains are Kevin Kelley, 
a 6'5" center from Richfield , and Burkhartzmeyer. 
AAU All-Star Bill McKee led all scorers with 23 points. Player-
Coach Sheldon Anderson added 21 in the winning effort, including 
four three-point field goals. 
McKee was an All-MIAC selection while playing for the College of 
St. Thomas in the mid-70s. Anderson is a former MIAC Most 
Valuable Player from Augsburg College. Both McKee and Anderson 
spent time playing professional basketball in Germany. 
Glowacki led all rebounders with seven and Burkhartzmeyer pulled 
down six. 
The AAU-All Stars out rebounded the Warriors 41-33, while 
shooting 55 percent from the floor as opposed to Winona State's 45 
percent. 
The Warriors will open their regular season Nov. 22 against cross-
town rival St. Mary's College. Winona State's home opener is Nov. 
29 against St. Olaf College. 
• 	• 
By KURT MOSSON 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The Winona State University men's cross country team finished se-
cond at the District 13 Championship. 
In finishing second they will not be advancing as a team. However, 
the Warriors will have two representatives at the NAIA National 
Championships. 
Larry Elvebak and Paul Nevera finished in the top five runners to 
qualify for the meet. 
Leading the way for the Warriors on the five-mile course was Elvebak 
who finished second overall with a time of 26:28, 26 seconds behind 
the winner. 
"Larry was dependable as usual," said Warrior Head Coach Daryl 
Henderson. 
Finishing second for the Warriors was Nevera. Nevera's time of 26:51 
was good enough to place him fourth overall. 
"Paul just had a great day," said Henderson "It is really an ac-
complishment for a sophomore to finish so highly." 
Third for the Warriors was sophomore Bill Maze. Maze finished 
seventh overall with a time of 27:09. 	"Maze had a heck of a day. It 
was his best race in his college career," said Henderson. 
Fourth for the Warriors was freshman Wade Bergner with a time of 
27:35. Bergner finished 13th overall. Fifth for Warriors was sophomore 
Lou Heidenreich. Heidenreich finished with a time of 28:15 which plac-
ed him 16th overall. 
The winning runner at the meet was Roger Thelen from Moorhead 
State University who finished with a time of 26:02. 
Winning the District 13 Championship was Moorhead State with 29 
points. Winona State was second with 42 points. Third was Bemidji 
State University with 56 points. Both Southwest State University and 
Concordia College were unable to field a full team. 
"Our district is just getting tougher and tougher every year," said 
Henderson. 
For the next two weeks Nevera and Elvebak will be getting ready for 
the Nov. 15th NAIA National meet. 
"We won't do anything special to get the runners prepared except try 
to get them a little rest so they are ready to go," said Henderson. 
Check Out 
SUITCASES: 
Bush and Old Mil. 
Strohs 12 Pk bottles 
Old Style 12 Pk cans 
Winsor 750 ml. 
Duckbills 
Flag Football Pairings 
Fighting Jizz (4-0) 	 
Hi-Brau's (3-1) 	 
Guzzlers (3-2) 	 
Chicken Chokers (4-1)— 
Men's Club (5-0) 	 
Budmen (3-1) 	 
Duckbills (5-0) 
MC's (4-1) 
Fizz 
Guzzlers 
Budmen 
WAREHOUSE LIQUORS 
Known City Wide For Low Prices 
WAREHOUSE LIQUORS 
176 E. 3rd St., Winona 452-1821 
Downtown across from Lang's Bar 
64 1/2 W. 5th 452-4307 
Mon.-Thurs. 
9:00-5:30 
Fri. 9:00-8:00 
Sat. 9:00-4:00 
The Boot Barn and  Shoe Repair 
164 E. 3rd 	UPTOWN 	452-8870 
LAY A—WAY 
SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING 
A confidential, non judgmental clinic for family 
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For 
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to 
5':00. 
Money 
It's yours for the making — $10 
to $80 a week, for only 3 to 15 
hours of work. 
For more information 
Call 457-5119 
DON'T FORGET YOUR 
SHOE REPAIRING 
El SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! S 
THE BOOT 
BONANZA! 
10 % to 50 % Off 
All Boots 
SHOP FOR CHRISTMAS 
& SAVE AT THESE INCREDIBLE PRICES! 
ZODIAC 	DINGO 	ACORNS 
FRYE ROCKY MINNETONKA 
"Where Quality and Craftsmanship Excel!" 
YES, WE HAVE 
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Warriors second in district Warriors beat-up, 64-0 
Nevera, Elvebak advance 
By WAYNE BOWER 
Sports Editor 
In what may go down in history as one of the greatest 
mismatches, the Winona State University football team 
was trounced by sixth ranked Eastern Illinois University. 
The game featured a sky diver that delivered the game 
ball; Bob Hope, who was on hand as the master of 
ceremonies for Eastern Illinois' Parents Day: and the 
passing of Eastern's quarterback Sean Payton who 
became the seventh passer in the history of college foot-
ball to pass for 10,000 or more yards in a career. 
Eastern Illinois had 34 first downs on the day and 
scored everytime they touched the ball, except once. 
Winona State tallied six first downs on the day and got 
as far as the Eastern 18 yard line in the first quarter. With 
the exception of that drive, the Warriors weren't allow-
ed past their own 49 yard line. 
Eastern drove up and down the field for 683 total 
yards, a school record. The Warriors managed to roll up 
101 yards. 
"It was as bad as the score (64-0) indicated," said 
Winona State Head Coach John Martin. "They (Eastern) 
were the only team I have ever seen that lists a player 
at 6'1" and then he comes out 6'4"." 
Despite the lopsided score, Martin saw something in 
his players that many coaches would envy. 
"I'm so proud of them. I didn't see a single one of our 
guys quit or back down," said Martin. "I told them (War-
riors) that I would rather be in our locker room even 
though we got beat than in the other locker room." 
One of the players that Martin was the most pleased 
with is one of the smallest Warriors. 
"Gary Hanson did a super job, he is only about 5'8" 
but he has a heart that is 10 feet," said Marston. 
Hanson, a senior defensive back, had two solo tackles 
and three assists on the day. 
Martin expressed himself as being emotionally 
drained. 
"I'm angry, but not at the players," said Martin. "I'm 
angry at what our kids had to be subjected to." 
Martin explained that the 49-0 loss to the University 
of Minnesota-Duluth was different .  
"I can handle the loss to Duluth because I know that 
we as a coaching staff can make changes so that we 
might beat them the next time," said Martin. "But on 
Saturday there was nothing that any of the coaches 
could have done. Maybe we should take a good look at 
our scheduling." 
The Warriors will close out their Northern Inter-
collegiate Conference season in Aberdeen, S.D., against 
Northern State University. The following week the War-
riors will play their last game of the year against Bemid-
ji State University at the Hubert H. Humphrey 
Metrodome. 
Vikes by 6/DETROIT 
Skins by 10/PACKERS 
Bears by 7/TAMPA 
Bengals by 3/OILERS 
Rams by 7/SAINTS 
Patriots by 13/COLTS 
Jets by 3/FALCONS 
BILLS by 1/Steelers 
K.C. by 3/Seattle 
DALLAS by 7/Raiders 
49ERSby 6/Cards 
BRONCOS by 10/S.D. 
Fcants by 7/EAGLES ROWNS by 6/Miami 
RESEARCH PAPERS 
16,278 to choose from -all subjects 
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD 
800-351-0222 
in Calif. 1213) 477-8226 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 9002 5 
Custom research also available-all levels 
Toll Free 
Hot Line 
BRING YOUR 
HORSE TO 
COLLEGE 
Stable With Us 
Complete 
Facilities 
Need Experienced Instructor 
Fall Show October 26 
454-3305 evenings 
Big Valley Ranch, Inc. 
Travel Field 
Opportunity 
Gain valuable marketing 
experience while earning 
money. Campus Reps. 
needed immediately for 
Spring Break trip to 
Florida. 
Call Campus Marketing at 
1-800-282-6221. 
FAMILY HAIR CARE SHOPS 
Sports-In-Store 
-Winona's largest silkscreeners of T-Shlrts & Jerseys 
-Lowest prices In the 5 state area. 
One Coupon Per Purchase m 	I= No 
$500 off 
Any Pair of Shoes 
Over $30.00 
SPORTS-IN-STORE , 3rd & Franklin 	454-2442 
,Expires 11-11-86 
illmosimmim Not Good for Sale Items I 
•• NB • I= as an IMM a One Coupon Per Purchase. im m 
Free T-Shirt , With Purchase of any Shoes over - 
1 	. 	$22.00 
SPORTS-IN-STORE .  
I 3rd & Franklin 	.454-2442 
Expires 11:11-86  
16.•=1..........1Not Good For Sale Items m es 
Break 
time? 
Winona State takes it with Greyhound 
When you're ready to take a 
break - for a weekend or a 
week, 
we're close by - with 
schedules 
going more places, more often 
than anyone else. And with low, 
low fares. 
So next break, take 
Greyhound. 
Call today for complete fare 
and schedule information. 
1650 Service Drive 
452-3781 
GO GREYHOUND 
And Icave the driving to us. 
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Wayno's 
Picks 
In the Huddle 
By Wayne 
Bower 
64-0, who is to blame ? 
You may have heard of two great athletic teams that were supposed 
to play each other but for one reason or another the game wasn't played. 
You may remember it as the "Big Game That Never Was." 
Well, 11,856 people sat in O'Brien Stadium in Charleston, Ill. and 
witnessed the "Game That Should Never Have Been." 
If you haven't heard, the Winona State University football team got their 
butts kicked in by Eastern Illinois University on Saturday to the tune of 
64-0. 
Before you laugh and snicker at the poor Warriors, let me inform you 
of a few things. 
1. Eastern Illinois was ranked sixth in the latest NCAA Division 1-AA 
polls. They were ranked in a power rating in the New York Times ahead 
of four Big 10 teams, including Minnesota, Wisconsin and Northwestern. 
2. Going into Saturday's game Eastern's quarterback Sean Payton 
needed 365 yards to reach the 10,000-yards career passing milestone. 
He got it. 
I really don't think you have to be a sports genius to realize that this 
game shouldn't have been scheduled. 
The Warriors are trying to re-build a program that has been on the rocks 
lately. They have been in every game until Saturday with two exceptions, 
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, 37-7, and University of Minnesota-
Duluth, 49-0. A 64-0 game does two things to a college team, it destroys 
confidence and it helps destroy recruiting. 
The Winona State football program doesn't need to have its confidence 
tampered with. A program that is down will not get up by being beaten 
down further. It needs to have a chance to lift itself up. 
This game was scheduled in March of last spring and maybe at the 
time it didn't seem like such a bad idea. The Winona State football pro- . 
gram received $14,000 from Eastern Illinois, a decent amount of money 
but in my opinion not enough to subject the Warrior program to a 64-0 
score. 
Winona State Athletic Director Dwight Marston said that the money 
was good but the student/athlete is the number one priority when a game 
is scheduled. I believe him. I have worked with him while covering the 
men's golf team and the impression that I get is that he wouldr't put 
money ahead of a student athletic team. However, I only hope t..at he, 
along with Winona State's future football coach, will use more discretion 
in scheduling a team such as Eastern Illinois University. 
NFL Results 
Skins 44, VIKES 38 OT 
Pitt 27, PACKERS 3 
Rams 20, BEARS 17 
Pats 25, Falcons 17 
Bucs 34, Bills 28 
Bengals 24, Lions 17 
Browns 24, Colts 9 
Giants 17, Dallas 14 
Miami 28, Oilers 7 
Cards 13, Eagles 7 
Saints 23, 49ers 10 
Broncos 21, L.A. 10 
K.C. 24, Chargers 23 
Jets 38, Seattle 7 
INTRAMURAL 
RESULTS 
Volleyball 
Jammers II 3, Mashers 0 
Big Wop 3, Zombies 0 
FNA 2, RFM 1 
Dynamite 3, Leftovers 0 
Disaster 2, FNA 1 
Manor 2, Ball Bangers 1 
Jamers 2, Bumpers 1 
Bumpers 3, W.W.W. 0 
Nasty Girls 3, C. Smashers 0 
Darlings 3, Off. 0 
Umbrellas 3, Eliminators 0 
Hecklers 3, Strivers 0 
V. Court 3, Smegs 0 
Volleyball tournament will be 
played on Nov. 10 
Football 
Hooters 19, Zeps 13 
Jizz 19, Stoh's Bros 13 
69ers 32, MC's 6 
Chokers 36, Sprackers 13 
Buzzards 26, 1st Prentis 14 
Hi Brau's 20, Townies 
Men's Club 15, Blitz 7 
Brewers 7, Panthers 0 
Spuds 19, Shadey Rest 18 
Duckbills 28, Browneyes 12 
Guzzlers 13, Blitzkrieg 6 
STUDENT 
DISCOUNT 
Get the $6 cut that looks 
twice the price for 
$495 
Winona Mall 
Professional Building 
1213 Gilmore Ave. 
454-6030 
Not valid with any other 
offer or on Saturdays. 
Student ID with coupon 
required. 
Expires 11/14/86 	B3 
L 	COUPON ___________ 
AFTER THE 
RAIN 
"Decipher"-The 2nd 
release 
"Overlook"-The 1985 
debut 
"Amazing what you can do with a 
little technology" 
Fortnightly College Radio Report 
Both cassettes available at Face the 
Music, Winona and New Rhythem 
Record Exchange, Rochester 
OR by mail $4.00 
Palmer Communications 
P.O. Box 813, Winona, MN 55987 
A student newspaper is 
only as good as students 
want it to be. 
-The Winonan 
1 
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Flag football, a good time had by all 
Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen 
Intramural flag football has been at Winona State for the championship will be determined tomorrow at 
at least 15 years. This year there were 22 teams and Lake Park. 
TRUTH TRUTH 
The past 35 years of peace 
have been one of the longest 
periods of European peace 
in recorded history. 
NATO. 
We need your support. 
And the truth is, you need ours. 
When the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization was 
formed in 1949, it was form-
ed for one reason. To stop 
Soviet aggression in Europe. 
It has done so.  
 
   
Championship game tomorrow 
By JOHN DALZIEL 
Asst. Staff Reporter 
With the score tied and only a few ticks remaining on the clock, the 
offensive team lines up for one last chance to pull out this 1986 cham-
pionship game. The tension mounts as the entire season reaches a climax 
on one last play. The quarterback takes the snap and drops back to pass, 
suddenly he spots an open receiver in the endzone. With textbook perfec-
tion they complete the pass for the winning touchdown. 
The players erupt into a series of hand-slapping celebrations. 
Is this the Orange Bowl with Penn State winning the National Cham-
pionship or maybe Pasadena with the Indianapolis Colts capturing the 
Super Bowl? 
No, strangely enough the winning team has just captured the 1986 
Winona State University Intramural Flag Football Championship. 
Intramural football has been around Winona Sate for at least 15 years 
according to Tom Dickey, Intramural Director. This year there were 22 
teams competing for the championship and the right to wear the coveted 
Flag Football Championship Tee-Shirt. 
Each team has seven players on the field at a time. The game 
is broken up into two 20-minute halves; with each team having two time-
outs to utilize. The clock runs nonstop, except for the last two minutes 
of the second half. There are no kick-offs or field goal attempts. Follow-
ing a touchdown, the opposing team takes control at their own 20 yardline. 
Dickey said the biggest problem that has come up is the officiating. 
The referees for the games are students who are hired by the school. 
The refs are hired for their experience and knowledge of the game of 
football. 
Dickey stated, "The only way to help eliminate the officiating problem 
would be to hire referees from the city league. If we hire league officials, 
the cost per team would go up three to five times."Which means instead 
of each team paying $10 dollars, they would have to pay $30 or $50. 
The majority of the players are happy with the running of the games. 
Don Johnson, quarterback of the Men's Club shared his feelings on the 
league. 
"It's good clean fun and the competition is great," said Johnson. "It's 
a good fiesta before the weekend." 
Strohs Bro's receiver,Jeff De Smet added,"Intramurals give people a 
chance to play organized football without going out for the varsity team." 
Most players that were asked agreed that the officials do an adequate 
job, considering there are only two of them on the field at a time. But, 
they are far from perfect. 
The play-offs started this week with four quarterfinal games played 
yesterday, and the semifinals and finals played tomorrow. 
At the Bookstore 
Cash for your books 
Fall Quarter 
Book Buy Back 
Buyer's Hours 
Monday 8 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Wednesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Bring all current editions 
Books you no longer need 
